**Provide Back Boxes**

**BASEMENT**
- HR 135
- DETERMINE TEMP IF TOO COLD
- CONVENTIONAL DEVICES
- ATTIC HR 320
- AND/or FIRE BASEMENT DRY SYSTEM

**Fire Alarm Locations**
- Locations are for counts only.
- Locations to be determined in the field.
- Submit Shop Drawings.
- Siemens Design 2002

**1st Floor Plan**
- Bedroom A
- Bedroom B
- Common RM.
- Kitchen
- Hall
- Bathroom
- Panel
- Unit #1

**2nd Floor Plan**
- Bedroom A
- Bedroom B
- Common RM.
- Kitchen
- Unit #4

**Note:**
- Unit #1 will be occupied for the first 6-9 months of the project.
- Paint wall at new paint.

**Salvage All Existing Devices, Panels, and Return to Owner.**